MOVE-OUT CLEAN OUT

May 1 to 21

Donate your unwanted items!

Clean out your stuff and give the landfills a break!

Clothing or Shoes
Look for big yellow Planet Aid collection boxes outside of Hill Court, Jackson Court, First-year Hill, Res Quad, Valentine, Riverview, and Brooks Crossing.

Unopened Non-Perishable Foods
Look for barrels in the main entryway of each residence hall. Items will be collected by Open Door Mission of Rochester.

Electronics (anything with a plug)
Label “RECYCLE” and bring to the Sage or Gale loading dock. They will be recycled by Sunnking Electronics.

Cinder Blocks
Please bring to the Sage loading dock for reuse.
PLEASE, no non-approved appliances or items detailed on the Fire & Life Safety rules checklist.

Questions? Contact Amy Kadrie (362-5739 or amy.kadrie@rochester.edu)